Lesson 4: Elements and the
Periodic Table

Organizing the Elements in the
Modern Periodic Table






Most elements are arranged by atomic number
(A).
The lightest element has the lowest atomic
number (A).
Divided into 3 main groups:






METALS (left-side)
NON-METALS (right-side)
METALLOIDS (step-like line that divides metals from nonmetals)

have the properties of both metals and nonmetals.

FAMILIES/GROUPS
 arranged in columns

PERIODS
 arranged in horizontal
row

•Use a different colour to identify each of the following group:
•Metals (left-side)
•Non-metals (right-side)
•Metalloids (both sides of step-wise line that divides metals
from non-metals)
•Label the groups (Group 1 to 18 - across) & periods (Period 1 to
7 - down).

Calculate the Number of Protons,
Neutrons and Electrons






To find out the number of protons, electrons,
and neutrons from the periodic table:
NUMBER OF PROTONS = ATOMIC
NUMBER (A)
NUMBER OF ELECTRONS = NUMBER OF
PROTONS = ATOMIC NUMBER (A)
NUMBER OF NEUTRONS = MASS NUMBER
(Z) – NUMBER OF PROTONS
because Number of neutrons + number of
protons = MASS NUMBER (Z)

Example 1
Calculate # of protons, electrons, and neutrons for Sodium.
 Number of protons:
 Sodium has an atomic number of 11.
 # of protons
= atomic number
= 11




Number of electrons:
An atom of an element (sodium) is electrically neutral, so
# of electrons
= # of protons = 11





Number of neutrons:
Sodium has mass number of 23.
# of neutrons
= Mass number (Z) – number of protons
= 23 – 11
= 12

Example 2
Calculate # of protons, electrons, and neutrons for Oxygen.
 Number of protons:
 Oxygen has an atomic number of

___8_.
 # of protons = atomic number

= ___8____
 Number of electrons:
 An atom of an element (oxygen) is electrically neutral, so
 # of electrons = # of protons
 = _____8____
 Number of neutrons:
 Oxygen has mass number of

___16____.
 # of neutrons = Mass number (Z) – number of protons
 = __16-8=8____

